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Dear Jin, Draft affidavit 226«75, sepetro/NAA 5/22 

Please do not be discouraged by the length of thts draft and please do read it 
with care as soon as you can. Don't skim it. Wait until you can read it. It can be 
a very important document right now as I'll explain briefly. 

After that “ane business it was not easy to pull myself together and I did not 
concentrate. As I got into it I realized that the order also is wronge But I believe 

the content is there and that the content today is close to urgent for a number 
of reasons. 

I mean it. Please get to thi s as soon and as seriously as you can. We do want 

it on file before the Rockefeller 4eport comes out. I have learned more about 
it and about the JFK content. 

There has been another bad development of which I learned while I was writing 
this. Phil Burton has come out against any new investigation unless EMK asks for it 
and has actually said that he, personally, will kill the effort under any other 
conditions. Combine this with what can be expected of the Belin operation and the 
feeding of it by te nutsee.eAnf the influnance that has had on the Burtonseee 

I was serious yesterday in saying that this suit can give those Members with 
the interest and on Judiciary a handle. 

In ak different form but in the same basta approach this is how we won 205273. 
With the changed position the judge took yesterday we have to make his position 

impossible or he'll rule against us. This is one and the only way I can think of 
by which we can put him in a position where something can be more important to him 
than any possible pressures or any changes in his thinking. 

We have to make a direct, frontal assault on his taking of the federal word 
and his saying that there is no reason not to. Other judges in his district have, in 
fact, said in court just the opvosite. And he can "t help but know it. 

One possible clue to his thinking/position is his misunderstanding of what you 
said of our Archives request. I do not think what he said was justified by what you 
said. If t is 1s true, then he was signalling clearly that he is building a record 
for his own convenience. ; 

In fact, unless you nave strong opposition, I have two suggestions to make on 
this: 

Editag you see fit, as always, but this time do not cut to bona, This time wind 
up with a document that will be completely comprehensible to those who know less 
of the facts of the case than the judge. Like some in Congress and the presse 

fo do this if you think of anything, add it. The objectives should be an over 

whelming and a comprehensible accusation of deliberate dishonesty that crosses into 
perjury nd has the intent of perjury. A real, strong indictment. 

The second is that unless you want otherwise, I'm not going to do what the 

judge asks, tell the government ali I know. Instead I want to file a motion or 
Whatever you think setting forth that I believe the government is being deliberately 
dishonest and that they are not making siuple mistakes but are toying with him, mo 
and the law becauae they know that full compliance will entirely destroy the whole 
official account of the JFK assassination and they can't preserve that fiction and 
fully comply with my proper request. Lay it on directly and strongly. Tell him if 
you bedleve it necessary that those proofs that I have the government alse had and 
it is for this reason that they file late affidavits we can ¢ successfully contest 
in front of him, the record of the past; and executed by t 8se against whom he cannot 
file perjury coiaplaintse 

Under the circumstances I feel I cant tell the government what proof I have 
because it would mean that they would suddenly remember that and that only and with 
the long and consistent re€ord of these cases if I do as he asks I become party to 
the denial of my rizhts. Remind him that the law imposes the burden of proof on the 
government and it has not met it and he has not compelled it of. “ell him quite 
openly that if we are not given the right to discovery, full discovery in this 
case that the Congress itself haa made so unique, the clear intent of Congress is 
being frustrated. wrongdoing is being supgirted by the courts and the law will 
again be rendered a nullity.



  

No matter how you slice it he yesterday put the burden of proof on us agains 
This was the beginning of Bud's fuoling up of the first case, accepting that. The 
fatal flaw was not attacking the Nilliams affidavit, no matter how often he promised 
to do it. They have pulled the same stunt and we dare not make the same mistake and 
dare not begin by riaking anything like that mistake. We muat be vigorous and direct 
in a polite but strongly forceful direct challenge to th judge and te the DT. I 
was as straightforward as I could bo yosterday with Ryan when he promised auswers 

under oath. I told him to be aware that if he did he would be suborning perjury 
and that a lawyer who knows this in advance becomes a criminal himsolf, That was the 
beginning of the attack I here urge. 

. We owe at to more than our own success in this suit. If we do net do as I ask 
we'll) be party to another gutting of the law. 

80, use this also as the basis for a damand for interrogatories and if he 
refuses that go to the appeals court immediately. “a may have indicated either of 
theee things: forcing hia hand and passing the buck in hia comment the exact wording 
of which I do not remember on interrogatories. 

I think the motion for them or howevar you handle it and the notion to toss 
their &fidavit out ought go together. 

Head on, Jim, There is no choice. And we can wha. I think we will.I think also 
that if and when we may neod help we'bl find it. In addition, thers is no better 
case for a teat. Bud messed the first ono up at every step. That won,$ happen this 
time. More, there is no lawyer who is going to find a client with as much detailed 
imowldge of fact and there is no case with as specific a legislative history. For 
e@xenple, don't think only of the EM contribution to the debates of 6/30/74. Take a 
good look at the conference report. +t is almost written arofind this case. 

If yop can find any groper way éf worling in the hint that I'l] go to Congress= 
and I will « do it, in any vreper flace in this draft of my affidavit or any approp~ 
vriate pleading, motion, etc, Let the judge imow that he may be lcoked at by the 

judiciary comnittee. If he reads the papers at all he lmows the new attitude of 
some Menbers on thine 

Please emphasize that he has put the burden of pivof on us and that is against 
the specific language of the lawe The question is not one of gentlemen} getting along 
but gf the government's compliance with the law when it knows it is in deliberate 
violation. The three cases we cited make enough of a recordm on this point, nobody 
een believe that “ilty can have been in on ell of this, havb read ali that was given 
to us, havehad access to those with first~person knowledge and not have kcown that 
the papers he did provide referred to three different withholdings. 

This is a reall, crucial point. Severnl things I have done will be important. 
One is to request that our conference be taped. They refused, which is their blinking 
and incontext their making our case of doliberate deception and misrepresentations 

If they had no ulterior purpose, why should they have objected fo maicing a record 

of what transpjred in the verbal neeting they suggested? I didn t ask for ite My 
request is specific enough. They know what I want. Ami I uave irrefutable proof that 

“they say under oath what they have to say to deny my request they'Bl be committing 
jurye Spell this out clearly and openly and firmly and let him and them live with 

it. I'm willing to lay my head on the block again for it and let him or them make 
the choices I'll willing to add all these things to the affidavit if you think that 
is where they belong. Absolutely is it perjury to say that the recults for, which T 

sued did not exist, were never commiled, and I've sent you that proof. Don t waste 
this chance, please. I'm wilding to run the risk. And I think that on the filing 
some attention is possible, in the press and on the Hill. I'll seek it once the 

papers are filed and it would be best to have this prior to the 6/6 Belin whitewashe 
Today this is the ogly way to support those who do not go for the nut approach 

in Congress. It is the only way we have of undercutting as much as possible the 
obscene things the nuta and self-seckers have done cad are doing. I nave silenced. 

Gregory and Schoenman but their evil goes marching on and will erupt from Belin and 
the FBI, as you'll see. “et u: try to beat it to the outing.



it is my intention, wiless you heve strong objection, to take copies of these 
papers to emberse If any one of them sounds off about the fact and the record there 
will be a diferent situation, including the judge's end whether or not he likes ite 
Hy concern is least with what the judge likes or diaglikes. However, this also serves 

Fi his interest in the end and makes his doing right easier, not hardere 
What broight his change about is not withPin our Imowledge and we can only guesse 

Tha. he changed is not questionable. 
Let us deal with this and the other realities. 
Let us also exploit the opportunity for intellectual jude it so admirably provides. 
If a single Judiciary member or either house is interested, I've enough to 

blast them all beyond repair if there is decent attention and I mean on the issues 
in this case alone. Overhwelmingly. ‘tha pictures are but one. The deceit in the 
Kilty affidavit and its duplication of the selley lotter is another. They coubine 
to provide irrefutable proof that the whole former investigation combined to avoid 
the wost essential of the tests supposed to have been made. 

With the end purpose of these dests definitive answers to essential evidentiary 
questions, either not doing them or committing perjury about them can be deadly to the 
overnnucnt.s 

  

Howcver, you go about this, please be sure that on: legal point ic burden of 
proof, “t is intolerable that with the lav and the legislative histroy the fudge 
Place tuis on me in any form or with aay sophsirty Ike gentlomanlinesse I think it 
is not impossible that some in Congress would clobber him on this alonc and that he 
will be aware and also unwilling, There is also what the appeals court couldsay on 
this ani unlike tho past I've got o real, fectusl load to dump on them, What I'm 
really aaying it be ready to go to appeals immediately on the issue of burden of 
proof, I mean on it alone snd es socn az he turns us jowm on discovery if he does. 

ive him the choice on ovr terms, our allegations, the proofs this offidavit 
provides. 1 leave viether or not we have attachments up to you but we ean attach! 
Even the DJ fakes of the past, the flaso muammetye awocrinas, etc. I have tham all, 

a It will tke time to dig them out. 
“ But look at 211 the tima I"m taldug gow when it tires me toc mmc, when other 

escentials like making up paclkmges of took and toling cut stormwindows a0 we cen 
get some air into the housa from th: porch T lot age. 

This is a crueicl point of confrontation, Right mow it can be on our tors. 
det us not miss thia by being less ful} then is possikle,less direct in our challenges. 

Ordinarily it is unvise to oresent a judgo sith e lengthy docamcint. In this 
case I do not regard bis altitude to length as the cent-al, the most icportant thigge 
I think the most important single factor is fullness of proof fer all the many 
possible purposes. This includes what the appeals judges can know. If we do it now 
in this affidavit what we'll face then will be less work and thatalone justifies 
the work this requires nowe 

De you think for a winute that they are goljg to give me ppocf that thoy FEE 
deliberately faked the investigation and solution of the JFK assassination? 4:+ ug 
not deceive ourselfes about what we can expect from the FEI. 

Tris is why I worked too lete last night and strat the carly merring vith this. 
I do believe it is that important, Right now the nost important single thing. 

Next to ruling our way the judge has done the best he could by us, whether or 
not if was his intent. We can fight on our own tur? agnin, Lay on! 

post, 
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Dear Jin, 5/21/75 

On the way home on the bus with the air conditioning not working I skimuined 

the Kilty affidavit. “t is worse than we detected, Also, Lil thinks I should be at 

lane's press conference tomorrow, so I want to get a drat of the affidavit, evem if 

without time to organize it, on paper to deliver to you for editing, subject to 

the providing of more apecifics or exhibits, as you decide. 

This wili give you th: gm eagsence of chat I think needa saying, abject to 

your oditins, rearranging, etc. 

Also, because of oub conterence later in the day, I think that to the degree 

other commitments permit, this should be priority. I do think we must filed it before 

the Rockefeller Report iasues. 

While ni have time, I phoned Zodiac, which had no ocverage of the lane confernce, 

and offered to cover for them in return for my transportation expenses. The called 

Lane's poeple, who were uneasy, to find time and place. Then Lane called bacl and 

said he would bar me. I told Jon I would go on ny own and fall all the DC papers and 

tell them that Lane had said he would throw me out. While we were discussing this 

Jane called him and Jon is now to call me after he speaks to bane.I told Jon that 

my only intercst was in a) seeing what new, if anything, would be produced, as 

promised (they backed off of this) and b) if he wont for the regutar stuff offalse 

pretenses or ripped off more of other people's work, I would ask him what FOI suits 

he filed to end this superession and b) how this new material care to light of not 

from his supposed suits. 

{The concern really appears to be over their having Conpress people there and to 

amnpunce a new coalition. This concerns me not at all, of course, becanse I want 

nothing to do with anything Lane is connected withe Nor have I any complaint about 

any coalition. 

jon says they came entirely apart when they heard I was to be there, He had 

kmown of nothing like it. 

Jon agrees that especially for a man who wrote an entire book about the alleged 

Maltreatment he alone got from the:press keeping anyone out of a public press conference
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especially the man who has done most of the writing in the field is as unprincl pled 

as one can get. It is ¥ane's pretende that I will star arguments. And wreck it, 

But what reporter can't or doesn't? Not that this is my intent. Wht should anyone 

go to a press conference for the uncritical acceptance of what is erated about? 

This has been a pretty exciting periods So I can, t concentrate between phone 

Calla on the original purpose. Let me make a few observations of what I remember of 

the “tity affidavit in case I gorget tiem lator. 

That (2) he has personal knowledge that I filed a suit is at least irrelavant 

and I think ds intended to get over t e false "personal knowledge" requrement of 

avoiding hearsay. 

The purpose of the meeting (3) was not as stated, I have been advised on nothing 

prior to that meeting, which means he has sworn falsely, whetehr or not perjuriously. 

All that had happened prior to that meetings is that I was invited to it. 

The formulation of "all final reports with regard to the reauested data had 

been fiumished to the Warren Commission” is perjury because they told us there were 

no "final reports" and that this was the semantic difference, as thay put it, 

between us. They however would also not identify what they referred to. I asked for 

them and they referred me to the Archives, 

Now the law as interpreted by DJ as of the time of my request required a) 

that the request be made to the agency of paramount interest and b) if tne agency 

$o which I addressed the law was no of parauount interest, they were to reier 4¢ and 

it would the be treated as a request addressed to that ALCNCY. 

But I think we have to ask now what final reports that meet the selentific 

and law-enforcement or any other purpose of these tests was supcliedmto the Warren 

Commission. He specifically told us there were none and that there were merely 

letters. But he is in a bad spot if he is avked to produce these “final reports," 

In feet, if there were any such rv porte, there would be no ourpose in the sube 

stotution of the raw material. I specificsliy said I wanted final reno:ts and 

not raw naterlal. This can hang them ani the judge if we use it risht. 

At thal wecting I requested nothing. The purpose or the necting, as they put
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it, was for them to eliminute tii. alleged “senantical" difference. I had made my 
requests first in the ingtiai request and thon in the Complaints 

Instead, I told then what I dia not qvant, such as the spectrographic plates 
at $50 each or the Tippit material, which I had not requested and they offered (and 
I think gave anyway) or the nitrate testa. 

This is a deception of tho court, a deliberate misre presentation. 

When they told us they did not have anything like final reports and offered 
the raw material instead i accepteds I had no choice. 

But here another aspect of the Willian: affidavit becomes important. In that 
suit also I asked for results only. If they had no resoults it was then necessary 
to say only that what I asked for dig not exist and that, if trea, vould have heen 
them? and. Instead he said that giving m6 the raw materLal would ureek the FBI. Under 
oath, Now they wind up offerine 2. the ray kateckalwhen I at.11 did not ask for ite 

And the FBI is not unglued, Xamtzx Yot. 

4b is utterly and delibe ately false. I did not ever waive any question of 
any testing of the Clothing and the question could not have come upe I wanted and 
never said other than that 1 wanted ail the tests. Thus I could not and cid not limit 
as he does here to the spedtro on the clothing only. I did not knox that there hed 
been no testing (NAA) of the clothing util the next month, Lslley's letter of 
4/10/75. “his Clearly is deliberately dishonest to make on that I did not ask for 
What they did not doe and should have done, thus ti secon to hide the fact that they 
did not do it by pretending I did not ask for ite The complaint ought be clear on this 

4c begins with "available." I never applied any such restriction of Jinitation. 
4d same with “which way be abailable." I ask for nll that was done and no legs, 
De Unless there has been destruction of evidence. this is a lie because it 

does not ibclude three at least tests referred to in the matertal I was zivon, 

6 is technically not a lie but actually ise You did call but it is only because 
they lied. There never was a time when I ever said other than that I wanted ail the NAA,
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I sued for the NAA. Our discuss.on of it related to cost only when they refused to 

let me go over the file and select what I wanted, the propor course. I thus had to 

know the cost of what I was getting into and when they gave me an approzimation I 

said I'd pay for all of it rather than fight over whether I had the right to select 

what I want copied. 

This is not a trivial point in another way. The law says I am entitled to 

access, Access includes copiese But it does not mean thet they can require me to 

buy copies of anything I don't want. This 4s their position. 1+ also means that 

they can later claim that seme clerk made an error in failing to copy something if 

_I can prove, having been denied access, that it was in tne files. This, too, is the 

a ctuality in other casese 

On@y in the sence that it was on a stack about 10 or more feet away from me 

was I "shown..eat the close of that meeting." It was never in my hands and I was 

refused permission to examine it, which io what shown really means. 

Te balance of this paragrpah is intended to comvey to the judge that what 

was in Kelley's letter was what I saw and all that I asked for. What I asked for, 

according to Kelley's letter, was never subecjted to NAA testing, and this is }otthing 

hidden in the carefully distorted language,"This material (doth my request and what 

I was "shown" from the semnatics vsed)eseeis referred to in a letter from Director 

Clarence M. Selley...eApril 10,1975 and attached hereto." 

Ali of this is deeption. I was not “shown,” my request was never in any way 

limited to the language employed as tas entirely to the contrary, and even the 

letter attched is not identical to the one sent you. It is also a remaote-generation 

xerox that is furthermore ,asked in not less than three places. 

& not only ig not resposnive to the interrgoratorics it also lies again. +t says 

that "‘cutron activation analysis and emission spectroscopy were used to determine 

the eclenental composition of the borders and edges of the holes in the clothings..." 

But the att.ched letter says clceur that there was no NAAont this clothing. Both 

Cangt be true. Sclley lied of Kilty xm swore falscly. (No escapes ¥e says "and," 

not "or."d
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B. Aays no more then that ho has"conducted a review of #2I files whihe would 

(emph added) contain information that “re Weisberg has requested." He has not 

qualified himself as an expert on all the files. “e has not said what files or 

where, and wen have been done that road before. “ae has not even said that he has 

given us all we asked for. He limits this"to the best of my knowldge" and to what 

he says these files held an an unidentified date,"don not ibclude nay infpomation" 

I asked for and not gives 

Suppose, assuming good faith, that these were in other files, as there is 

reason to believe possible. Suppose some had been removed for any purpose and not 

returned or misfiled. So many possibilities that make the vvasuon seem not accidental, 

He hasn't even said that he knows what these tests are! all he says is that he 

is a supervisor in the lab, which is a very large thing with many entirely different 

siilis and training required. Or, he has not even qualified as a proper expert or as 

being in a position ot ce:tify to that which it is the supsosed purpose of this 

affidvait to ce: tify. 

Frazier, on the other hand, worked on these testa and testified to then before 

the Warren Commission. Ye is still at the FBI, Kilty knew nothing and had to ask 

“raster the nuswers to questions. thy not an atfidavit trom Frazier ~ other tuan 

he could not Seeshey truthfubly to what “sity gwore to. 

in short, despite the care with the language, there is virtually no really 

trithful gsestigm statement. find the purposes pf the interrogh tart are unserved 

by this atfidavit which rather than answrering questions, which it in no case does, 

raises new ones.
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C.Ae71&-70, va DI, States 

I guess the whole thing should begin in affidavit form and then say that today 

Judge *ratt said there is no reason to doubt the good faith of the DJ. I would 

then say that from my experience in five FOIA suits and in coubtless other cases 

With virtually every agency of the government involved in the investigation of the 

JFK assassination there is no reason to assume good faith and an overwhleming record 

that mmpumk requires me never to assume it. 

There are so many instances in which DJ and other agencies, including the 

Archives, have assured me that the records I sought did not exist and could not be 

disclosed where, in the end, they did exist and they could be disclosed and theys 

were given to m6. 

In other cases I saw files that were later said not kw to exist when there is 

no way of my knowin: they existed except that 1 was allowed to examine them and 

it was when I asked for copies that I was told the papers I saw did not exist. 

There must be dosens of cases of this kind. The most recent is ot the 1/22/64 

transcript, where even the records say it was destroyed. When J was about to file 

suit for it it was given to mee (eason to attach for him to read.) 

In still other cases files disappear and when they can be replaced are note 

This could be true of what is at issue in this casee In no case has the Archives 

not refused to replace the mi ssing files or pages of files when the executive 

agencies have copiese One large file was so decimated I have a long passage in 

my second book on thise 

There perhaps are other such illustrations but fired as I am I do not imicdiately 

think of the} 

Digression: what ve evolve should also be capable of being given to otherse 

bike those we saw today, Tom, etc. 

T18iO, ES v DJ, States I sued for the records sup;lised and used in open 

courtt in England to obtain the extradition of James Earl Ray. All under oath, all 

certified by the AG and Sec. State, ali used publicy in the public hearing. when I 

learned that the official “ritish copies had been confiscated by the US (letters



          

T1870 

from the nied nagistrate's clevk and the home Uffiec) L asked for these 

public court records of the DJ. Qleindinest replied that they diac net have them and 

ever, if they did they would be withheld as investigatory filee (copice can bo 

attach of this and the other K and State letters) 

When tho Stute Decarament wrote that they had infact retrieved these files, 

for all the world as t ough that Department and Justice did net have their onw 

copies, and said specifically they had been givon to Kleindienst and we 80 wrote — 

hin, his respons was that he held to the same positions 

One when I could be stalled no longer ani the ease had been filed did initcheil 

suddenly, months late, pretend to rule on the apnoeal he had ienored. 

I make and supplied a writen list of the documents, L got some but not all. 

There then ensued a series of written assurances that what I had seen did not xist 

and I could vo ahead end sue. I did. Then suddenly they found other than I had asked 

for, even other files than I hud been shown, But when theye was ne delivery by the 

time thy judge direeted I returned to clyrt and was avarded a susvary judgement, 

In thisecase in an efi'ort to show imporper classification DJ first refused 

to give me the file cover showing that gely the official, vublis amm Jritish court 

records, all that was in that file, wore actually classified, sith a notation 

referring to the letter I'd rseoived 220 State. 

4fter repeated written assurances of non-existonge I was finally sent a 

na nufactured fake instead of tha real fila cover. *his was 2oue with such Carem 

lessness that the wrong sopy was mailed moe the faked material rather than a& XCroXe 

I still have it in the nevlope in which it wae mailed. The cover of the file had been 

gcroxed and then cut up to omit what the Department wanted to suppress. I can produce 

the copy I finally received, which shows what was sup,ressed and explains the need, 

iunporper classification and the impropricty of Galaing nothing but public court 

records "investigatory files." (There was not a single investigatory report in the 

entire file.)
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#hei ths then chief judge chided Civil Division Attorney David (?)Anderson for 

non-co..pliance and gave the “epartment 7 days to complete delivery of the material 

requested and alrcady paid for, “r. anderson filed an affidavit in which he swore, 

Yalsely, to having actually given me what he had not. Not only had he not he had 

instead given me a false reason why he could not. Further proving this was deliberate 

falsc swearing is the covering letter from tir. Anderson's division enclosing this 

withheld public informations Not ubtil after the awarding of a summary judgement 

was dclivery coupleted. , tuen turned out that the picture used in a series of 

affidavits and sworn to as representing what witnesses saw at the mommet of the crime 

was a staged picture, takeu with such carelessness that a clock in it shows the time. 

“oreover, it was not a representation of the evidnece as dicovered and the fact that 

the cvidence was haidled and rarranged and physically moved was also hidden. Hy 

own investigation located the actual, unstagedpictures proving thise 

I believe that the judge had made whether or uot what had been directed be edven 

to had or had not veen in fact given to me, swaring that it had been when it had 

not been constitutes perjury. 

Whether or not it does, it addresses whether or not this court of this 

plaintiff can take the Yepartment's word in good faiths 

CeAe2701~70, I have a long analysis of the fraud, misreprescntation and 

ireelevance of this Williaus alfidavit. I can do it again. But that it is and was 

known to bo flase swearing is obvious when now the Department is offering me what 

I then did not ask for and he said I did and that it would destroy the PBI, It 

hasn&t Repat that ho did not say what I agked for did not exist. And ['d note 

fostnote 5 of the panel's xmymrk decision directing that I be given a full opportunity 

to address the integrity of the FBI's word and performance in this cane. 1+ address 

face valuese 4nd Good faith. Disclosing informants, toos all of it, 

i'd also go into the lung delay da giving us any afficavic 2nd then the core 

with which an unexecuted copy was preservea to be attache! to what vas civen use 

aad tha tho delay, as with today's, prevented any on-ortunity of makjues response 

or proving uwaitnfulness to fact. Then that they hau it executed, os yo: cared
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2501~70 

much too late, long ofter the e1.d of the case. zt then turned out that they 

deliberately withhled both the proof when the afffidavit was executed and the 

affidavit in any form intil too late for use to address ite 

At the same time, “erdig told the court that the AG had decided that giving 

me tis material was against the nation interest. The Congress had already amended 

the Administrative Practise Act to elininate any invocation of “national interet" 

as ground for withholding, specifying that it was the traditionel bureanerat'’s . 

coverall justification for suppressing what ought not be suppressed. Yet the 

Da, which better than any other Department knew this, actually alleged it in court 

when it also lmew that the AG had made and could not have made any such decision or 

determination, If "ms is not false swearing, it serves that end and deception of the court. 

C.A.2569~70 Wv Arch (GSA) In this case, perhaps because I was pro se, 

the decpetions and misrepresentations, flase certifications and plain trickery was 

more extensive. i asked for pletures of certain of the WC evidence, 1 was told they 

could nov be civen to me under the terms of a contract which actually provided thas 

pictures would be taken to avoid abrdling the objects thenselves. 

(Remind me te com, back to the contract if I forget.) 

The DJ produced an affidavit from the Archivist in which he ectually swore that 

I had not made the request. Kothing is more mitcrial than a request for an identiflable 

record is an FOI case. Moreover, the actual request had been out into the record by 

both sides! And the rejection was put in by the government. It algo ertified to the 

court that it has sent me its pleadings with the attaghed exhibits. I received no 

exhibits, Not until after the third request did I get any version of them, too 

jate and then they were incomplete, pieces cropped off and not because they disclosed 

any routing, ete. If thts were not enough, after the end of the last working day 

orior to the hearing & received a letter saying that ohe of the government'd 

exhibits siad what was not true. And I never received unaltered copies of this 

exhibit. 

Both DJ and Archives knew I had made the request and have been denied and dented
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still again on appeal. Yet the Yepartment file this false sweariny with the court 

to edeny me my rights, which also means to misrepresent to and to deceive the court. 

after all of this, when it was confronted with this record in court, the govern- 

ment offered to take these pictures for me and tha: was done. There was no need for 

even an ap,eal, lcave alone bothering a court and deceiving ite 

ON the question of th: good faith of the Vepartment, it even refused to give me 

coples of uuhat it falsely certified to the court it had done and as it had been 

required to doe i was, as with the affidavit in 2301-70 and in this instant case, 

denied any ,caningful opportunity to respond at the time resppnse was raquired of me. 

Oy this GSaerepresentative of the Sennedy estate cobtract, I was refused it 

under conditions not subject to changes Thereafter, whon it was possible to leak it 

to a xyue reporter who was not expert in the subject and could be expected not to 

recognize its meaning and wien he had not even asked for it, he was importuned by 

Bre James B, Rhoads, thon Assistant Archivist of the United States, to ask for it 

under the FOLA wits the explanation tiat if this ruporter did Dr. Rhoads would have 

no choice but to give it to hin. 

Thereafter, and ageia in violation of vegulations waich required that 1 have 

hot less than equal access, a copy was not even Gaiied to me until a wees after this 

reporter's story was published. 

Another similur case is a record that was never subject to withholding that 

was denied me, Not until “ir. Lesar too the final step prior to filing a complaint 

was it mailed me, for all the world as t.ought eh claims to immunity had nover been 

here are other similar cases. 

  

B.A. 2052-73 is one of a number of cases in which "national security" was 

falsely invoked, With it and with a number of the other cases, despite thia false 

Claim, I wee ultimately given what had been falsely alleged to relate to the 

national security and had been properly classificd. what these claims were false 

was known to the government. tet} it supplied an affidavit making these representations 

bathzea ond others all mown to be flagee 

In this and in a number of other cases it also falsely claimed imeunity under
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the investigntory files exemptlo: fer exccutive sessions of the Warren 

0% dasion when the Comuis--ion had no law-enforcement Purposes or capabilities, 
the requirement of tiis exemption, and when the rontehts now that I have and have 
Published them, show that notthor national security nor dovestigatory-filea for 

laweenforcoment purposes are in any way in these tran:ecriptas 

(It was not aginot the law for kmoex Lee Harvey Oswald to have been a ésderal 
dnforvente}wo of these transeripts deal sith this.) 

After the zovernment was forced to give me these tranceripts it then also gave 
me others I again asked for and bad peen withheld. The time lapse was something like 
Simht years. In the instent case, efter exhausting the possibilities at the Archives, 
it was nine years fron the time of my first and entirely unanswered request for 
the sxdactyk material soucht in this instant suit until the second status hearing, 
on May 21, 1975.That the government now claims to be Giving no only what 1 aaked 
forninc years ao whuld seem to make At apparent that it also could have given it 
to me nine years agos And that all the contrary representations wero false, which 
again bears on the dependance that can be put dn the government words, even ta 

the courts, 

Ths forgetting sonzthing that came to mind about the Silty alfidavit, I 
hope I remexber ite I'm too tired to continue, 

4p i've boon writing this it more or leas emerged that the correct order is 
the opening suneral statomant then this catalogue of horros and then the sepocifics 
of the “ilty afSidavit. Buitd the ease on the record and of the record and then 

wLth this foundation @o to the present. 

Waat I forgot was Archives. 

They reforred us to the Srehives $F b6 lettters they alleged enbodied results. 
ut they alco declinad to identify which or the xen ictters were relevant or which 

hey Sonsider contain rezults. Vo then asked the Archives for all such coucunt cations 
@elatyn,. to these two tests, This presents no retrieval problem, However, I belicve 
thas U Mor the law the Yenartmont should have given us these con..unications,
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as it sometimes did when it served the Desartueiy's INE POSES» 

“crtainly there is no doubt thet it could have and that it alone loiew what was iu 

ite mind. 

So we proppily asked the archives for these letters. When i learned that there 

had been Giscugsion between the Department and the Srchives on this, I again 

asked the archives, aight days betore tis Bearing, for the cumsinications in question 

and its best recollection of «nich were alieged to hold the alleged results. 

Taore has been neo response, cven t..ough the Archives sahd fillin. tie request 

presezitca no special problem and even though it knew we needed these comuunication 

prior to this hearing, 

There was ne blanket request for all the Archives holds, as the court seems 

te have concluded, The request was narrowm soccific and for a relativel} small nunber 

or peges, Ani it was made at the specific direction of the Dapartueat of Justice, 

althengh the Archives is not a respondent da this instant actidiis 

At no point in any response has the Department informed this court of the norma, 

purposes aud roquirementa of thesa two tests. The coason uncergtanding and the 

aclentific literate all indicate that the purpose is to prepare consolidated, 

stated results. They are not alleged not to exist in this case. I beoieve thurtxthe 

and therefore aver that the PBI knows its business, that it did in fact mexxkte 

compile stated conclusions and a report. 

One purpose served by refusing to have both sides tape record the conZerenca 

is illustrated by the showings of unf'actuelness in the representations now made under 

oath by a man who, lacking firstOhand lmowledge and heving interjected all sorts of 

evasions, cannot be charged with perjurye 1 believe that the proper and unequivocal 
were one with first-hand knowledge 

- repponses will not be made to this court under oath simply/beceuse/to do so it would 

be perjucious, loreover, those with first-hand kuowlcdge are still in the FDI 

Thus this court was not told and we have no tape refording to prove thet we were told 

that that for which I actually sued does not exist and nover did, Especially with the 

legislative history behind t is case 
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“|. a) * would such false awearin: be hasariouss 

However, I ask this court to take judicial notice that I did sue for results, 

that Ihave been refused any result, that I heave been told there over ver: ox 

any, but all outside this court and not subject to this court. I therfore ask the 

protection of my righta by this court ing asidng it that dtoumomenttons 

there be a representation to this court by one in a positdition to make it of 

  

personal knowldge, ono oi whom is FBI Agent tobert *vontor, that the results for 

wheih I sue do not and did not existe 

 


